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Abstract
A nonhydrostatic dynamical core has been developed by using the multi-moment finite volume method that ensures
the rigorous numerical conservation. To represent the spherical geometry free of polar problems, the cubed-sphere
grid is adopted. A fourth-order multi-moment discretization formulation is applied to the nonhydrostatic governing
equations cast in local curvilinear coordinates on each patch of cubed sphere through a gnomonic projection. In
vertical direction, the height-based terrain-following grid is used to represent the topography. To get around the CFL
stability restriction imposed by relatively small grid spacing in the vertical direction, the dimensional-splitting time
integration using the HEVI (Horizontal Explicit and Vertical Implicit) strategy is implemented by applying the IMEX
Runge-Kutta scheme. The proposed dynamical core preserves the fourth-order accuracy in spherical geometry and
has been verified by the widely-used benchmark tests. The results of our numerical experiments show that the present
numerical core has superior solution quality and great practical potential as a platform for atmospheric models. A new
unified model for numerical weather prediction and global atmospheric circulation simulation based on this dynamical
core is under development.
Keywords: Dynamical core, Multi-moment method, Cubed sphere, Nonhydrostatic model, Atmospheric dynamics
1. Introduction
The multi-moment methods were proposed by introducing two or more kinds of quantities, which can be used to
describe the spatial distribution of some physical field through point-wise values, volume (surface or line) integrated
average, derivatives of different orders and so on, as model variables [1, 2] or constraints for spatial discretization [3].
With more local Degrees of Freedom (DOFs), the high-order multi-moment scheme has better flexibility in dealing
with the different grid topologies and scalability on massive parallel clusters as other advanced schemes, like DG and
SE schemes. Furthermore, the moments defined in our schemes have clear physical meanings and can result in the
concise and flexible discretization procedures to be suited for the applications in different fields.
To develop the numerical models for atmospheric dynamics in spherical geometry, the computational meshes with
quasi-uniform grid spacing, such as cubed-sphere grid, icosahedral geodesic grid and Yin-Yang grid, gain more and
more attentions in the past decade with the applications of more powerful numerical schemes [4]. The unified high-
order formulations for global shallow water equations have been proposed on these three grids by using multi-moment
finite volume method [5]. In this study, a fourth-order multi-moment finite volume formulations proposed in [6] are
applied to constructed a nonhydrostatic dynamical core on cubed sphere. To extend the global shallow water model to
3D dynamical core, special attentions should be paid for developing the efficient time integration scheme, which can
satisfy the operational requirement of numerical weather predication. In this study, we focus on how to get rid of the
very restrictive CFL stability condition imposed by considerably small grid spacing in vertical direction for simulating
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the relative large-scale atmospheric dynamics. The horizontally-explicit and vertically-implicit (HEVI) strategy are
adopted for time marching in this study with the application of implicit-explicit (IMEX) Runge-Kutta scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the numerical formulations of a multi-moment non-
hydrostatic dynamical core are described in details. Some widely-used benchmark tests are checked to verify the
proposed numerical model in section 3. And a short summary is finally given in section 4.
2. Numerical formulations
2.1. Governing equations
On each patch of cubed-sphere grid, the nonhydrostatic governing equations for atmospheric dynamics with
shallow-atmosphere assumption are written in the flux-form as [7, 8]
∂q
∂t
+
∂e (q)
∂ξ
+
∂ f (q)
∂η
+
∂h (q)
∂ζ
= S (q) , (1)
where (ξ, η) are horizontal coordinates on each patch of the cubed sphere, ζ is a height-based terrain-following coor-
dinate in vertical direction, q are dependent variables (predicted variables), e (q), f (q) and h (q) are flux functions in
ξ, η and ζ directions, respectively and S (q) is source term.
The detailed expressions of governing equations used in this study is described with a brief introduction to the
grid transformation as follows.
In the horizontal directions, the coordinates are ξ = Rα and η = Rβ, where R is radius of the Earth and α, β are
central angles for a gnomonic projection varying within
[
− pi4 , pi4
]
for each patch (details can be referred to [6]). In the
vertical direction, ζ ∈ [0, rt] is an uniform grid in the computational space, where rt is the model top. A non-uniform
grid ζˆ = T (ζ), which has smaller grid spacing near the surface, is adopted to better represent the surface topography
and details are described in Appendix A.
The vertical mapping between the computational and the physical spaces is implemented through [9]
r = ζˆ + rs (ξ, η)
sinh
[(
rt − ζˆ
)
/S
]
sinh (rt/S )
, (2)
where r is the altitude, rs (ξ, η) is elevation of surface topography and the scale height S = 5000m is adopted in this
study.
The horizontal transformations between the longitude-latitude grid and the local curvilinear coordinates on each
patch of cubed sphere are defined as follows.
The contravariant base vectors aξ and aη are{
aξ = i 1R cos θ
∂ξ
∂λ
+ j 1R
∂ξ
∂θ
aη = i 1R cos θ
∂η
∂λ
+ j 1R
∂η
∂θ
. (3)
The base vectors have the different expressions on different patches and can be derived from the projection rela-
tions.
The horizontal contravariant metric tensor is
Gi jH =
δ(
1 + X2
) (
1 + Y2
) [ 1 + Y2 XYXY 1 + X2
]
, (4)
where X = tanα, Y = tan β and δ =
√
1 + X2 + Y2.
The Jacobian of the horizontal transformation is
JH =
[
det
(
Gi jH
−1)] 12
. (5)
The contravariant velocity components are obtained by{
u˜ = aξ · v
v˜ = aη · v , (6)
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where v is the velocity vector in longitude-latitude coordinates.
The details of projection relations and transformation laws on cubed sphere can be referred to [10, 11, 6, 7].
In vertical direction, the governing equations in the height-based terrain-following coordinates can be derived
through the chain rules [8].
The Jacobian of vertical transform is JV = ∂r∂ζ , which can be directly obtained from Eq. (2). The components
of contravariant metric tensor related with vertical transformation are G13V =
∂ζ
∂ξ |r=constant and G23V = ∂ζ∂η |r=constant. In
the benchmark tests, these two components of contravariant metric tensor are analytically evaluated from the vertical
mapping and the distribution of elevation of surface topography.
The overall Jacobian of transformation is written as J = JH JV .
The dependent variables are
q =
[
Jρ′, Jρu˜, Jρv˜, Jρw, J (ρθ)′
]T , (7)
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation, ρ is density, u˜ and v˜ are contravariant velocity components in horizontal
directions, w is vertical velocity, θ is potential temperature and the superscript prime denotes the deviation with respect
to the hydrostatic reference state.
In the atmospheric models, the thermodynamic variables are usually split into a reference state and the deviations
to improve the accuracy of the simulation. We calculate the deviations in this study as{
ρ′ (ξ, η, ζ) = ρ (ξ, η, ζ) − ρ (ξ, η, ζ)
(ρθ)′ (ξ, η, ζ) = ρθ (ξ, η, ζ) − ρθ (ξ, η, ζ) , (8)
where the reference state satisfies the hydrostatic balance in vertical direction as
∂p (r)
∂r
= −gρ (r) , (9)
and the deviation of pressure is
p′ (ξ, η, ζ) = p (ξ, η, ζ) − p (ξ, η, ζ) . (10)
The flux functions are written in three directions as
e = J
[
ρu˜, ρu˜2 + G11H p
′, ρu˜v˜ + G11H p
′, ρu˜w
]T
, (11)
f = J
[
ρv˜, ρu˜v˜ + G21H p
′, ρv˜2 + G22H p
′, ρv˜w
]T
, (12)
and
h = J
[
ρw˜, ρu˜w˜ + M1 p′, ρv˜w˜ + M2 p′, ρw˜2 + J−1V p
′]T , (13)
where w˜ = 1JV w + G
13
V u˜ + G
23
V v˜, M
s =
(
G13V G
s1
H + G
23
V G
s2
H
)
(s = 1 to 2).
The source term is written as
S = SP + SC + SG + SR. (14)
SP is the source term due to the grid transformation as
SP =
2J
Rδ2
[0, AYu˜,−BXv˜, 0, 0]T , (15)
and SC is the source term representing the Coriolis force as
SC =
2JΩ
δ2
[0, AY, BY, 0, 0]T (16)
on patch one to four,
SC =
2JΩ
δ2
[0, A, B, 0, 0]T (17)
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on patch five,
SC = −2JΩ
δ2
[0, A, B, 0, 0]T , (18)
on patch six, where Ω is rotational speed of the Earth,
A = −XYρu˜ +
(
1 + Y2
)
ρv˜ (19)
and
B = −
(
1 + X2
)
ρu˜ + XYρv˜. (20)
SG is the source term for gravity force as
SG =
[
0, 0, 0,−Jgρ′, 0]T , (21)
where g is gravitation constant.
SR is the source term for Rayleigh friction
SR = τ (ζ) ρ
[
0, u˜ − u˜ f , v˜ − v˜ f ,w − w f , 0
]T
. (22)
where coefficient tau (ζ) determines the strength of Reyleigh friction, subscript f indicates a reference velocity field.
2.2. Definition of Degrees Of Freedom
The multi-moment constrained finite volume (MCV) method [3] is adopted in this study. Twenty-seven point-wise
values are defined as local DOFs (Degrees of Freedom) for each cell to construct the 3-point MCV scheme in three
dimensions, as shown in Fig. 1 for cell Ci jkp, where superscripts i, j, k denote the indices in ξ, η (i, j = 1 to Nh) and ζ
(k = 1 to Nv) directions and p = 1 to 6 the number of the patch. The solution points are equidistantly distributed over
the cell and the DOFs defined on the cell surfaces are shared by neighbouring cells.
Figure 1: Definition of local DOFs within cell Ci jkp.
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The total number of computational cells adopted by the proposed model is 6Nh2Nv. The resolution in horizontal
direction along the equator is 90
◦
Nh
in terms of computational cells and 45
◦
Nh
in terms of DOFs. In vertical directions, total
number of layers is 2Nv + 1 including the surface and model top. Hereafter, we denote the computational mesh by its
resolution Nh × Nv.
2.3. Spatial discretizations
At solution points Pi jkpmnl , where m, n, l = 1 to 3 are local indices of DOFs within the computational cell Ci jkp, the
local DOF are updated through a differential-form governing equations as
∂qi jkpmnl
∂t
= −̂eξ (ξim) − f̂ η
(
η jn
)
− ĥζ (ζkl) + S
(
qi jkpmnl
)
. (23)
The MCV scheme in multi-dimensional case can be implemented by applying the one-dimensional formulations
sweeping the different directions one-by-one [3]. Thus, we describe the numerical procedure of spatial discretization
in ξ-direction as follows. Similar formulations can be derived for the spatial discretizations in η- and ζ-directions.
The details of multi-dimensional MCV discretization can be referred to [3].
(a) DOFs in 1D cell (b) Updating DOF at cell center
(c) Updating DOF at cell interface
Figure 2: Numerical scheme in one-dimensional case.
Considering the equations in one dimension as(
∂q
∂t
)ξ
+
∂e (q)
∂ξ
= 0, (24)
three local DOFs are defined within line segmentLi jkpnl as shown in Fig. 2 (a) (one of 9 line segments along ξ-direction
in Fig. 1), i.e., qi jkp1nl , q
i jkp
3nl at cell interfaces (solid circles) and q
i jkp
2nl at cell center (solid triangle). Hereafter we use
only the indices in ξ-direction for sake of brevity. As shown in Eq. (23), the semi-discrete formulation for each DOF
is written as (
∂qim
∂t
)ξ
= −̂eξ (ξim) . (25)
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The different formulations are used to evaluated the derivatives of flux functions e at cell interfaces and center, as
shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c) respectively.
• Derivatives of flux functions e at cell interface (ξi1)
At interface, the derivatives of flux functions can be evaluated in two adjacent cells as shown in Fig. 2 (c).
Generally, two different values are obtained. We solve a derivative Riemann problem here to derive an upwind
scheme as
êξ (ξi1) =
1
2
[
∂Ei−1
∂ξ
(ξi1) +
∂Ei
∂ξ
(ξi1)
]
+
1
2
aξ
[
∂Qi−1
∂ξ
(ξi1) − ∂Qi
∂ξ
(ξi1)
]
, (26)
where Q and E are spatial reconstruction of predicted variables and flux functions, matrix aξ is determined by
selected approximate Riemann solver in ξ-direction.
Using multi-moment concept, several interpolation profiles for spatial reconstruction has been developed [6,
3, 12, 13, 14, 15] for the schemes with different numerical properties. Considering the trade-off between the
accuracy and the efficiency, the fourth-order profile developed in [6] is adopted in this study. The spatial
reconstruction for line segment Li−1 is a Lagrangian interpolation polynomial using four point-wise values of
flux functions or predicted variables at ξi−1,1, ξi−1,2, ξi−1,3 and ξi2. Similarly, the point-wise values at ξi−1,2, ξi1,
ξi2 and ξi3 are adopted for constraint conditions for spatial reconstruction within line segment Li. The resulting
multi-moment scheme is of fourth-order accuracy.
Three approximate Riemann solvers are investigated in [16] in solving atmospheric dynamics. Considering
the significance influence from the effects of the Coriolis force and the gravity force in atmospheric dynamics,
specially for those large-scale atmospheric flows, the waves propagate in a different way in comparison with the
Euler equations for gas dynamics. The adopted Riemann solver should be carefully considered to accurately
reproduce the wave propagation in atmosphere. A modified local Lax-Friedrichs (LLF) approximate Riemann
solver is used in the proposed model for its simplicity. With the LLF solver, matrix aξ is simplified to be the
maximal absolute value of eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix of flux functions ∂e(q)
∂q ,which represents the maximal
propagation speed related to the sound wave. In ξ-direction, it is written as
aξ = |u˜| + cξ, (27)
where the sound speed in the computational space is
cξ =
√
G11H γ
p
ρ
. (28)
In this study, the LLF solver is then modified by adopted a much smaller value of parameter a, which is specified
as
aξ = |u˜| + Kucξ, (29)
where Ku is a parameter to adjust the effective of numerical viscosity, and Ku = 0.15 is chosen in this study.
Since the physically-significant waves for large-scale atmospheric dynamics propagate much slower than the
sound wave, this modification is expected to improve the accuracy of the proposed global model.
Analogously in η and ζ-directions, modified LLF solver is applied with aη = |v˜| + cη and aζ = |w˜| + cζ , where
the sound speeds in transformed coordinates are
cη =
√
G22H γ
p
ρ
(30)
and
cζ =
√(
JV−2 + M1 + M2
)
γ
p
ρ
, (31)
respectively.
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• Derivatives of flux functions e at cell center (ξi2)
To guarantee the numerical conservation of the proposed model, the updating formulation of DOF at cell center
is derived through the constraint condition on line-integrated average of the predicated variables
Lξ qi =
1
∆ξ
∫ ξi3
ξi1
q (ξ) dξ, (32)
which can be approximated as
Lξ qi =
1
6
qi1 +
2
3
qi2 +
1
6
qi3. (33)
with above spatial reconstruction polynomial.
As a result, the updating formulation for DOF at cell center can be written as(
∂qi2
∂t
)ξ
=
3
2
∂Lξ qi∂t
ξ − 14
(∂qi1
∂t
)ξ
+
(
∂qi3
∂t
)ξ , (34)
where the updating formulations of DOFs at cell interfaces have been obtained as above and the line-integrated
average is updated with a flux-formulation as∂Lξ qi∂t
ξ = − 1∆ξ (eˆi3 − eˆi1) (35)
with the flux functions at cell interfaces estimated by DOFs defined at same locations directly.
The resulted scheme is conservative in terms of line-integrated average determined through Eq. (33).
2.4. Boundary condition
In horizontal direction, one layer of ghost cells are supplemented for each patch. With enough ghost cells, the
updating procedure is applied on each patch independently. The DOFs within ghost cells are evaluated by a single-
cell based polynomial over the cell in adjacent patch. Furthermore, some DOFs, which are defined along the patch
boundaries, can be updated in two or three patches and the different results are usually obtained during the simulation.
A correction operation is applied by averaging the results from different patches. The construction of ghost cells in
horizontal direction and the implementation of correction along the patch boundaries can be accomplished for a three-
dimensional model by applying the numerical manipulation we have developed for the global shallow water model
[6] at each model layer.
In vertical direction, the one-sided formulations are applied at surface and model top for spatial discretization in
ζ-direction. To evaluate the derivatives of flux functions h, the formulations are implemented as (only the indices in
ζ-direction are showed here)
ĥζ (ζ11) =
∂H1
∂ζ
(ζ11) (36)
at surface and
ĥζ
(
ζNv3
)
=
∂HNv
∂ζ
(
ζNv3
)
(37)
at model top, where the spatial reconstruction is accomplished through a quadratic Lagrangian interpolation based on
three local DOFs within corresponding line segments to avoid introducing the ghost cells.
At bottom and top boundaries, the slip wall condition is applied by forcing w˜ = 0. Rayleigh friction is adopted
in momentum equations near model top to assure the non-reflective boundary at model top in the tests with bottom
topography and strength of Rayleigh friction is given as [17]
τ (ζ) =

0 if ζ < ζD
τ0
2
[
1 − cos
(
ζ−ζD
rt−ζD pi
)]
if 0 ≤ ζ−ζDrt−ζD ≤ 12
τ0
2
[
1 + sin
(
ζ−ζD
rt−ζD pi − pi2
)]
otherwise
, (38)
where τ0 = − 16×3600 s−1 and ζD = 0.7rt.
In this study, the reference state of velocity field is chosen to be the initial condition.
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2.5. Time marching scheme
Due to the very large ratio between the horizontal and the vertical grid spacings, the time step of the explicit time
integration will be determined by the sound speed, the smallest grid spacing in vertical direction and the stability
condition of the scheme. As a result, the available time step will has a magnitude less than one second in the practical
applications with the veridical grid spacing of a few dozen meters near the surface. In this study, we use the implicit
time integration to updating the terms related to the discretization in vertical direction and the stiff source terms
including gravity force and Rayleigh friction. The implicit-explicit (IMEX) Runge-Kutta scheme is adopted to couple
the explicit and implicit time marching. The time step is expected to be decided by the stability condition in horizontal
direction, i.e. the horizonal velocity, sound speed and horizontal grid spacing. The time marching in the proposed
model is accomplished from time step nt (t = nt∆t) to nt + 1 as
qnt+1 = qnt + ∆t
R∑
r=0
[
brH
(
q(r)
)
+ b˜rV
(
q(r)
)]
, (39)
where
q(r) = qnt + ∆t
r−1∑
s=0
[
arsH
(
q(s)
)]
+ ∆t
r∑
s=0
[
a˜rsV
(
q(s)
)]
. (40)
At the rth substep, a nonlinear equation set, having the form of
y (x) = −x + B + ∆ta˜rrV (x) = 0 (41)
is solved to determine q(r) by Newton’s method, where
B = qnt + +∆t
r−1∑
s=0
[
arsH
(
q(s)
)
+ a˜rsV
(
q(s)
)]
. (42)
The solution is approximately determined through iteration as(
I − ∆ta˜rr ∂V
∂x
(xz)
)
(xz+1 − xz) = y (xz) , (43)
which is solved using direct linear equation solver in this study with x0 = qnt .
The application of various IMEX Runge-Kutta scheme in the global atmospheric modelling were recently inves-
tigated in [18, 19]. In this study, a third-order, L-stable ARS343 (R = 3 in Eq. (39)) scheme proposed in [20] is
adopted. The coefficients adopted for Eq.(39) are shown in Table 1 for explicit part and Table 2 for implicit part.
Table 1: Coefficients of explicit part of ARS343 scheme.
0 0 0 0
a 0.4358665215 0 0 0
0.3212788860 0.3966543747 0 0
-0.105858296 0.5529291479 0.5529291479 0
b 0 1.208496649 -0.644363171 0.4358665215
Table 2: Coefficients of implicit part of ARS343 scheme.
0 0 0 0
a˜ 0 0.4358665215 0 0
0 0.2820667392 0.4358665215 0
0 1.208496649 -0.644363171 0.4358665215
b˜ 0 1.208496649 -0.644363171 0.4358665215
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As b˜ = a˜Rs (s = 0 to 3) in ARS343 scheme, with q(R) evaluated at Rth substep the numerical results at next time
step is obtained by
qnt+1 = qnt + ∆t
R∑
r=0
[
(br − aRr)H
(
q(r)
)]
. (44)
3. Numerical results
3.1. Convergence test
The convergence rate of the proposed model is first checked. The initial condition is specified same as mountain-
induced Rossby wave case [21]. Excluding the bottom mountain here, this balanced condition will be preserved during
the simulation. As a result, the normalized errors can be calculated based on the difference between the numerical
solution and initial condition. The time history of normalized l2 errors of air density on a series of refining grids are
shown in Fig. 3. The normalized errors at day 5 and corresponding convergence rate are shown in Table 3. The
fourth-order convergence rate is well preserved for 3D global model.
0 1 2 3 4 5
Day
0
1
2
3
4
5 10
-6
Figure 3: Time history of normalized l2 errors of air density on a series of refining grids.
Table 3: Normalized l2 errors and convergence rates on a series of refining grids at day 5.
Resolution time steps l2 error Convergence rate
12 × 6 576 4.6851 × 10−6 -
18 × 9 864 9.9927 × 10−7 3.8107
24 × 12 1152 3.1751 × 10−7 3.9853
30 × 15 1440 1.2612 × 10−7 4.1375
3.2. Results of DCMIP 2008 cases
Some benchmark tests proposed in [21] are then checked. The horizontal grid resolutions are 1◦ and 1.5◦ in
different tests and the corresponding time steps are specified as 200s and 300s respectively to satisfy the CFL stability
condition in horizontal directions. Uniform vertical grid is utilized for two cases without bottom mountain. The model
top is 30km for 3D Rossby-Haurwitz wave test and 10km for gravity wave test. Non-uniform vertical grid is adopted
to better represent the effect of topography in other two tests, which is described in details in section Appendix A.
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The numerical results are shown in Fig. 4 for 3D Rossby-Haurwitz wave case, Fig. 5 for gravity wave , Figs. 6
and 7 for mountain-induced Rossby wave case and Fig. 8 for baroclinic wave case. All results agree well with the
reference solutions given in [21].
0 60 120 180 240 300 360-90
-60
-30
0
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90
(a) 850hPa zonal velocity
0 60 120 180 240 300 360-90
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-30
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60
90
(b) 850hPa meridional velocity
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90
(c) Surface pressure
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90
(d) 850hPa temperature
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0
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60
90
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-60
-30
0
30
60
90
(f) 850hPa vertical velocity
Figure 4: Contour plots of numerical results of 3D Rossby-Haurwitz wave on grid 30 × 15 at day 15. Displayed contour lines vary within
[0m/s, 24m/s] with an interval of 2m/s for 850hPa zonal velocity, within [−14m/s, 14m/s] with an interval of 2m/s for 850hPa meridional velocity,
within [5160m, 5760m] with an interval of 40m for 500hPa height, within [955hPa, 1025hPa] with an interval of 5hPa for surface pressure and
within [281.48K, 282k] with an interval of 0.04k for 850hPa temperature and within [−0.0018m/s, 0.001m/s] with an interval of 0.0004m/s for
850hPa vertical velocity. The dashed lines are used for negative values.
4. Summary
A fourth-order nonhydrostatic dynamical core for global atmospheric model is proposed in this study by using
multi-moment finite volume method. Though introducing at least two kinds of moments as model variables, the high
order numerical schemes can be constructed over more compact spatial stencils compared with the traditional finite
volume method. The multi-moment model is very flexible regarding the computational meshes with complex topolo-
gies. The proposed 3D dynamical core achieves fourth-order accuracy in spherical geometry with the application
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of the cubed-sphere grid. The benchmark tests proposed in [21] are also tested. The numerical results agree well
with reference solutions and reveal that the proposed model is capable of accurately reproducing these large-scale and
quasi-hydrostaic atmospheric dynamics. The verification of numerical tests with more nonhydrostatic effect or for
moist dynamical cores proposed in DCMIP 2012 [22] and 2016 [23] is being conducted.
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Appendix A. Non-uniform vertical grid
Here we briefly introduce the non-uniform vertical coordinate currently adopted in this study, which is designed
to refine the grid near the surface to better represent the surface topography. As described in section 2, the uniform
vertical coordinate in computational space is denoted by ζ ∈ [0, rt] with grid spacing of ∆ζ = rtNv , the corresponding
non-uniform one is obtained by using transformation ζˆ = T (ζ).
For the non-uniform coordinate in the computational space, the smallest grid spacing of ζˆ is ∆ζˆmin and the largest
one is ∆ζˆmax. We define the parameters δ1 =
∆ζˆmin
∆ζ
, δ2 =
∆ζˆmax
∆ζ
and δm = δ1+δ22 .
The non-uniform coordinate is derived by choosing Tζ (ζ) as,
Tζ (ζ) =

δ1, if ζ < ζ1
δm +
1
2δ12 sin
(
ζ−ζm
ζ12
pi
)
, if ζ1 ≤ ζ ≤ ζ2
δ2, otherwise
, (A.1)
where δ12 = δ2 − δ1, ζ12 = ζ2 − ζ1 and ζm = ζ1+ζ22 .
As shown in Fig.A.9, several grid points is equidistantly arranged near the surface (0 < ζ < ζ1) and the model
top (ζ2 < ζ < zt). Near the surface the finest resolution ∆ζˆmin is used, whereas the coarsest one ∆ζˆmax is set near
the top. Within
[
ζ1, ζ2
]
, the derivative of transformation T increases from δ1 to δ2 and has a shape of the sinusoid
in this study. Similar arrangement of the non-uniform vertical coordinate is designed in ARPS (Advanced Regional
Predication System) [24].
By integrating Eq.(A.1), we can decide the location of the non-uniform vertical coordinate as
T (ζ) =

δ1ζ, if ζ < ζ1
δmζ − 12piδ12ζ12 cos
(
ζ−ζm
ζ12
pi
)
− 12δ12ζ1, if ζ1 ≤ ζ ≤ ζ2
δ2ζ − δ12ζm, otherwise
, (A.2)
subjected to the relation
rt = T (rt) = δ2rt − ζmδ12. (A.3)
In two test cases with topography, we choose the non-uniform grid with the parameters shown in Table A.4 and ζ2
is determined using relation (A.3).
Table A.4: Parameters for constructing vertical grid.
Case model top Nv ∆ζˆmin ∆ζˆmax ζ1
Mountain wave 30km 15 400m 2800m 1200m
Baroclinic wave 44km 15 120m 4800m 120m
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Figure 5: Contour plots of numerical results of gravity wave tests on grid 45× 10, shown are potential temperature perturbation. Displayed contour
lines vary within [0K, 7K] with an interval 1K at hour 6, within [−2.5K, 2.5K] with an interval 0.5K at hour 12 and 24 and within [−1K, 2K] with
an interval 0.5K at hour 48, 72 and 96. The contour line of 0.01K is displayed here instead of 0K in all plots. The dashed lines are used for negative
values.
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Figure 6: Contour plots of 700hPa height and temperature of mountain-induced Rossby wave test on grid 30 × 15. Displayed contour lines vary
within [2500m, 3300m] with an interval of 100m for 700hPa height, vary within [273K, 300K] with an interval of 3K for 700hPa temperature.
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Figure 7: Same as Fig.6, but for 700hPa velocity field. Displayed contour lines vary within [−10m/s, 45m/s] with an interval of 5m/3 for zonal
velocity, vary within [−30m/s, 15m/s] with an interval of 5m/s for meridional velocity. The dashed lines are used for negative values.
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Figure 8: Contour plots of numerical results of baroclinic wave test on grid 45×15. Displayed contour lines vary within [984hPa, 1008hPa] with an
interval of 4hPa for surface pressure at day 7, within [940hPa, 1020hPa] with an interval of 10hPa for surface pressure at day 9, within [230K, 300K]
with an interval of 10K for 850hPa temperature, within
[
−2 × 105s−1, 5 × 105s−1
]
with an interval of 1×105s−1 for relative vorticity at day 7, within[
−5 × 105s−1, 3 × 104s−1
]
with an interval of 5×105s−1 for relative vorticity at day 9. The dashed lines are used for negative values.
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Figure A.9: Illustration of non-uniform vertical coordinate.
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